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Flights to vegas from chicago spirit

Spirit is 'Walmart of the Airways'. The worst airline I've ever streamed. I'm an average-sized guy and when I say there's no legs, I mean NO footy. Seats are not lying down, no food or drinks given to passengers except for overpriced items. For example, a cup of coffee and a 3-inch muffin went for $9.00. Waiting for my luggage at the baggage claim now. Has been waiting for 45
minutes. They say it is because of thunder and lightning in the area. Believe me, the sun shines full of bore. There is no storm in the area. Luggage claims people don't know when we're going to get our luggage. This is my FIRST AND LAST VISIT with the Spirit. Terrible, horrible experience! Disgrace. Flights Airlines Spirit Airlines Chicago - Las Vegas çFlights UHotels QFlight +
Hotel VCar rental Return One way Multi-city We can't find the city or airport We can't find the city or the original airport and the destination city cannot be the same adult (12+{{{passengers.adults.val} + children (2-11) {{passenger.children.val}} + baby (&amp;lt;2) {{passengers.infants.val}} + Maximum 2 children per adult. The maximum number of passengers is 9. Add room We
cannot find the city or airport We cannot find the city or the original airport and the destination city cannot be the same adult (12+) {{passengers.adults.val}} + children (2-11) {{passengers.children.val}} + baby (&amp;lt;2) {{passengers.infants.val}} The maximum number of passengers is 9. Add a Room Why book with a combination of eDreams Smart Flight Booking 24/7 the best
Customer Service Spirit Airlines offers Tue Departure, Dec 22 Returning Sat, Dec 26 ORD O'hare LAS Mccarran International Airport The best flight prices from all airlines Depart Tue, Dec 22 Back Sat, Dec 26 ORD O'hare LAS Mccarran International Airport Departure Monday, Dec 21 Returned Sat, Dec 26 Dec 26 ORD O'hare LAS Mccarran International Airport Departure
Monday, Dec 21 Back Plane, Dec 26 ORD O'hare LAS Mccarran International Airport Departure Monday, 28 Dec Back Fr i, 01 Jan ORD O'hare International Airport LAS Mccarran International Airport Cons: After a delay of about an hour on full flight of gate agents asking volunteers to check their rollaboard suitcases. Gate agents then allow those who inspect their rollaboard to
board before Zone 1, which is fine. However, a group of people without adhesives on rollaboards are also allowed onboard before Zone 1, which aggravates. There was a long delay on the tarmac, where we had to pull back to the gate or maintenance areas before we finally take off. When we arrived in Vegas there was no entrance for us to pull into, leading to delays to other
long and delayed flights. Cons: at the last minute the itinerary has been changed.. instead of routing through Brisbane, now routed through Sydney. Flights from Sydney to LAX delayed by 4 4 then miss the LAX flight to LAS... delayed overall arrival. Checking the route through Brisbane, and the flights we all have there, departing and landing all the time... So wonder what the
reason is for a change of itinerary without cause (no cancel or delayed flight via Brisbane) Cons: At least an hour late Cons: Delta always has 1 or possibly 2 people checking in, including drop in luggage. So, EVERYONE has to wait for one person to finish checking in first class passengers with a thousand needs. Very poor service like their norm. Pros: I love cookies and juices.
Interactive screen to watch something. Hygiene. Price. Rarely. This service. thank you. Fun flying. Pros: Nice crew and inmate pilots. Cons: 1. the flight was delayed twice, meaning arriving I was delayed in Cincinnati. 2. Boarding is a nightmare. After 2 delays, I came across to zone 4. I don't fly as often as it is, the seating area seems to be getting smaller. 5. I sit the next
overweight person. I don't like my personal space being violated. 6. Flights offer movies, I sleep. Still, keep getting elbows by these overweight neighbors. 7. I am a single, independent. I'd rather sit near the front. First on and settle down and 1 off and go! Cons: Officiant Cons: Landing is quite scary. Cons: another overshang and rammed into a plane flight from the delta. The room
is spacious, clean and comfortable. but passengers are all ready to be thrown into the battle royal hole to actually board the plane. Getting tired of this real Pros: GreatNess Disadvantages: Too many Pros announcements: comfortable seat Cons: delayed delays to Cons: Food sold out and there's nothing left of the Pros: Fantastic special pilot staff snack free movie safety Cons:
Everything is great Goodness: Fast-friendly service from crew and captain. Cons: First class seats were broken lying down and super uncomfortable the entire plane flight had been super outdated and old. Pros: A good selection of movies/shows. Cons: Flights were delayed half an hour due to a medical emergency. The guy came out because we were going to take off so we
turned back to the gate and sat on the plane for over 30 minutes while we waited for medical staff to check on the man. Then had to wait another 15 minutes for a fuel truck to recycl us because we had burned so much sitting there. I understand that we had to turn back because of his condition but why wasn't he removed from the plane and put on a flight later when he felt better
than making us all late? You will After all this the crew will be good and appreciate our patience but 2 flight attendants are the right opposite. Both of them are very short with those people and that keeps rolling his eyes on people because they have given up drinks. The only thing I'm going to give 5 stars is TV entertainment. My seat will not lie down for me to enjoy though. Pros:
It's whatever The Disadvantages: Rough staff I love it all Cons: I frozen on the way to Las Vegas and there aren't enough blankets. Cons: The gross female flight attendant and acting like a passenger is disturbing. Trying to move to the emergency row after the door closed, which was empty and the flight attendant refused to state we had to pay extra. NOT HAPPY Goodness:
Entertainment is always great at delta and they have new snacks right now! Cons: Cabin service takes quite a while than usual and we get stuck on the tarmack for at least 30 minutes waiting to take off. Not anyone's fault, just annoying Goodness: The process is very fast and easy, from after the safety of the process is smooth and fast. Cons: The gate I assigned was a little
crowded but I believe it may be because of the construction that occurred in the area. Also the security process is quite long. Pros: Nothing I can think of immediately Cons: Late arrivals and late departures. A poor service in having my luggage connected to my flight. Be under the impression that they would do so after I had called the day before and when I got to the airport they
didn't do that Good: Nice polite cabin staff. Cons: See the comment above cons: The overhead bin is undervalued so THAT ALL carry-on rollerbags should be examined. Pros: Services. Sweet attendant. Pros: Nothing Cons: Two of the three flights have been delayed, airline-operated customer service Delta is a nightmare and on it 2 hours and 40mins delayed. No drinks, no
snacks, nothing. Pros: Agents on air far better understand and at least apologize. Cons: I understand if we need to check the bag because it's full but when iy isn't full but you demand I check it out also everything you do is add travel time to my journey. Also we need things in our bags that we will instead have. Not the best customer service at the gates. Goodness: But the crew is
fantastic! Cons: Delayed flight then the gate was changed, while I was using a lavatory and didn't hear the changes! Then boarding a confusing plane because the intercom doesn't work. Overall poor. Pros: They offer water and snacks It's fast Goodness: Left reasonably timely, arriving a little early, being able to find overhead storage for my roll-on, even boarding in Zone 3 Cons:
Very tightly packed; minimum comfort for flights. Pros: We were on our way to a group of 8, only 3 of us had commissioned the seat upon arrival and the other was on standby. We asked the attendant at the door desk if there was a chance that we on standby can sit together ... HE UPGRADED OUR ENTIRE GROUP FOR COMFORT and allowed us all to sit down for each other.
The biggest flight experience I have and great staff with Delta. Will fly Delta forward when I have a chance (flying Southwest along our journey - services, hygiene, friendliness not comparing). Pros: Ok Cons: Is ok Goodness: We arrived at the Las Vegas Cons: Even in first class, it appeared to me that leg has decreased. Goodness: Good entertainment with games for kids, movies
etc. Cons: No food (5+ flying), need to buy earphones, no place for lauggudge hands of Pros: Not happy Cons: I was given a hard time getting my boarding pass printed. They made me waknback and so twice to clean up this situation. Delta said I had to pay extra to cover the fare. Even special services do not provide any great service. Alex I thought twice abotnbooking through
this and delta.! Pros: N/A Cons: BYOjet cancelled my flight of Goodness: The crew were nice Cons: I didn't like the fact that I didn't get my luggage with me when I arrived to casablanca because I lived 4 hours from casablanca. I need to go back the next day to get my luggage. I was so crazy about it.plus I noticed one of my baggage was broken so now I have to buy another
because I can't use it. It's disgusting. Pros: Nice and polite flight attendant! Cons: My cell phone needs a charge but I don't realize that on my feet is the place to install a USB cable! This is great to have, when this is available, it would be great to tell passengers! Pros: Boarding was good Cons: Boarding the bus was the first time a first-class fly wasn't happy with the service when I
wanted another drink to be forced to walk into the back of a plane all flight attendants hanging in the backyard tigers no one was in the first class section. At the start of the flight take forever to get the drinks I have reg classes having better service. Flying Detroit to Vegas 4.5 hours Goodness: Crews flights are nice and polite. They serve drinks and snacks on time while on flight.
Cons: Flights are scheduled to leave early, the planes arrive, but they can't turn the plane around fast enough. We left the late gat, then the pilot said we would still arrive half an hour in advance. We arrived about 45 minutes late, and that was the problem because our connecting flight was due to take off now within 15 minutes. Lightning forced the airport to close, which was nice,
we had a chance to catch our flight, but we were caught up in the plane, and we couldn't get to our door until all clear. I know this is not Delta's fault, but they arrived quite late on a flight that, according to them, would be early. They also never communicated with other flights that there were some passengers who caught the connection. So by the time we had ran to catch our
connection, they had closed the rampage. The Lightning struck again, and they closed the field Again, so the plane was still at the gate for about an hour, and they didn't allow 20+ passengers to board the plane, which was there. So frustrating. The only thing that saved it was that our new flight was a new airbus, and although it left an hour and a half later, the level of comfort was
incredible. Pros: Good crews work to do the best of Cons: What else? Just too little space ... Pros: Crews in business class are very much Pros: We landed safely and the flight was smooth Goodness: wifi on Cons flight: the exit was not sealed properly so it was frozen! So mush so a nice layer of ice was created alongside the door with me next to it. tons of fun. super long and
there is no food screen or video. Bring you the disadvantages: Boarding is 30 minutes late. Pros: It's a 'redeye' and the announcement is kept to a minimum. Pros: Sky chairs are fantastic Goodness: Was badly treated upon check-in at JFK's Delta 2 Terminal by a particular agent, Miles, who was supposed to complete my check-in process. His manager witnessed the situation not
to correct and did not want to give me the full name of the agent. He admitted that Miles could not be satisfied for me but there was nothing he could do to reprimand him. Absolutely ruined my experience of flying. Deleted Delta from my choice to fly. Cons: Very bad service! Rough, unpleasant and low classes. Pros: Crews are very good especially first-class attendants are very
concerned and always check you Cons: Food needs to return to normal for first class and also baggage very slow almost 30 minutes waiting for Goodness: Comfortable Seat Cons: Good luck: Good flight Cons: Good flight and good food. Benefits: Non-stop crew flights &amp;; Cons friendly: No leg seats &amp; seats are not too comfortable Cons: 3-hour delay. Old aircraft.
Goodness: Everything is fantastic. Comfortable seats and Cons-friendly surveillance: Boarding the aircraft is quite chaotic. Could be more organized. Goodness: stunning staff, great entertainment, dasani triggers delicious lime water, very clean and reasonably comfortable Cons: breakfast made of 90% sugar - this is very disappointing. Pros: I got a vegetarian dish I asked for.
Cons: Flights are delayed, due to the process of boarding with Pros immigration: friendly staff and good entertainment options Cons: Uncomfortable Chair of Pros: This flight leaves about 90 minutes late yet due to weather issues. The crew is excellent that makes this long flight fun. Cons: On the Pros: Staff are very friendly and helpful to Cons: Old aircraft without individual TV
screens!!! Do not know the aircraft still exists! Pros: Additional blankets and pillows. Chairs are empty to sleep. The interior is quite clean for the most part. Pros: Cons's good flight attendant: Very uncomfortable seats. No legroom and 122 spaces under the chair in front of me were taken by a metal box attached to the chair. I couldn't put both legs under the chair in front of me.
The food felt bad and too processed. We are given lean cuisine. This entertainment is from the tv installed in the aisle. At this time, all aircraft crossing the ocean must have an individual TV for customers to watch. They had 15 years ago, how they didn't have it. Pros: Once we're on the plane, everything is pretty standard Cons: Flights are delayed 5 hours. Cons: This makes the
check-in process very frustrating and confusing. Travelling with my dad who had to squeemp between two big men for 7 hours because the person who actually booked the airline got seat preference. We had to pay an extra $500 to upgrade to a comfortable seat. Not happy w Kayak. Goodness: I don't have a chair! Waiting for people to give up their seats! Cons: Poor
entertainment, wifi options. Overhead lighting is on the entire flight. An AA flight attendant is on it. Bad Experience of Kindness: Clean water Cons: Everything! We first sold British airline flights, and then we got switched to American Airlines. I don't know if that's actually a good thing for them to do. When we got to the plane we were trapped on the track for over 2 1/2 hours, where
the outside temperature was 95 degrees and the AC in the plane didn't work. The delay is all due to mechanical difficulties with the engine, this does not give us peace of mind when flying over the Atlantic. while in the air my newly researched wife and I hope maybe we can watch a movie to help keep our minds off the broken wing, sweat pool from delays, and happy flight
attendants. Seeing as it is a 9-hour international flight, you'll expect some kind of entertainment. Maybe a private TV.... nope. Maybe community TV ... nope. At least they need to have a radio....... nope. What we got was our two thumbs up for the twiddle. After much sleep is needed. We wake up hoping maybe for a hot breakfast, but to put cherries on top of some terrible ice
cream, we get a mediocre cold breakfast. All in all I won't fly American Airlines again. I would happily and quickly pay double for any other airline but they are. It was a resurgence of our poor country. Cons: Old aircraft without pluralisers and outdated media. Pros: Boarding and good service Cons: We were delayed an hour because of the plan in a hanger! Why? We're all there, no
American knows the plane should be at the gate! There is no escplanation of why the aircraft is nothing other than being in the hanger! Airlines need to let customers be flexible especially when! Cons: Missed my connection in London due to computer damage that took over an hour for medication. In reaching London, I was automatically rebooked, but with flights getting me in 10
hours later than expected. I asked customer service Alternative flights, with or without connections, that might get me earlier, but were given quite a tightness, which was unlikely, and turned away. While that happened, that seemed unlikely given some of the other flights arriving in Luxembourg from European airports earlier in the day, it wasn't very friendly. Cons: Flight left 4
hours late Cons: 4:30 late departure from ord as the plane broke out. Pros: Foods are fine for Food Cons: I overlooked several times during the distribution of drinks and kept getting across the head even though I didn't rest my head outside the head. Making it difficult to get to sleep on a long flight. Pros: Staff on the plane are nice. Cons: A 5-hour delay, fear of cancellation ruined
the planned trip for years, didn't feel we were told what happened, a series of delays extended decision time, a non-balancing sandwich during the delay. Cons: There is no wifi and no screen in the seat. I can't see the screen for a movie. Airlines are old and also take 2 hours to go as they are forced to inspect the engines. Pros: Timely food. Good food. Good entertainment like
watching a movie. Preference for Diabetes or any other patient. Cons: Small guidelines for new commercials especially when changing flights. Pros: Timely flights. Smooth flights. Cons: In flight entertainment is below the expectation of Goodness: American Air Crews are very concerned and they pass free drinks Cons: 787 is tight and when the fight is 7 hours plus it tends to be
careful on you Goodness: Crews are very good but it's really the most uncomfortable aircraft I've ever been. There was also an empty chair in the middle and I couldn't sleep at all. Those chairs are super shOrr and headrests inhaled Goodness: Just in time The Cons: Narrow chairs. Outdated entertainment system Cons: Planes are too old, rough flight attendants Goodness:
Departure time. This leaves enough time to get to the airport and through security without hurry! Cons: Sitting in the middle of Paying luggage (I wish the Southwest flew out of the ORD) Cons: No complaints. Cons: Boarding the plane seemed very unorthodected. Crews skipped group 2 when calling the group to board, resulting in a crazy rush. Cons: Due to two flight delays, I
travelled an additional 24 hours, on my 20-hour original flight. Albuquerque Airline staff are rough, dismissive, inefficient, and every individual I speak to gives me wildly different information. Both delays (leading to about 48 hours of travel) would be pretty stressful, but the callous, ignorant and unmanned attitude of American Airlines staff (and staff in general at Chicago O'Hare
Airport) really disappointed me. This is more interesting compared to the professional services I received from British Airways (from which I bought a ticket). I'm embarrassed that my country can miss so far in terms of basic customer service and problem solving. Pros: The flight is a fantastic experience opposite other flights (borders). I will definitely choose an American airline in
the future I am flying. Cons: Asked for wheelchair assistance but none were provided?!! Pros: Seating has enough space. Inhad have worried they will be too close since the middle of the 5-person queue. Cons: Boarding is terirble. We had ended and hr late takeoff and it was very hot boarding and it took a long time. Also airborne So dry I got a bloody nose. Cons: We are in the
last line so they run out of food choice. Pros: Transit time and time are very good For Good: Everything. Cons: Nothing. Cons: Food is a horribe and no specialized TV per seat Pros: Direct flight Cons: 2-hour delay, the gates changed, no free food Cons: They cancelled the flight and put me to fly the next day of Goodness: Absolutely nothing Cons: This airline is very disrespectful
and treats us like an animal after cancelling our flight... Cons: If you don't have a TSA precheck.... get it ... Lifesaver Benefits: Cons-friendly staff: Last minute delay due to airplane damage. Notified of last minute. Seems like no resolution is quickly played out. Forced to wait over three hours to fly, doesn't that require compensation by law? Pros: Fare and friendly staff. Cons: No wi-
fi. Cons: I understand that Allegiant has a pricing structure to implement, but asks passengers to keep personal items between their legs when most empty overhead compartments are just insulting and absurd - let alone dangerous. In the event of extreme turbulence (or worse), all such personal items will fly around the cabin. Cons: Our engine chair behind the plane is certainly a
bit noisy at first. We got this seat on both of our flights. Hope that at least one way we will arrange seats with windows. Pros: Like ticket prices, but charge $44 for carry-on? C'mon man! Plus worthwhile allegations? Priority boarding: $15, Exit row seats: $25 Also advised that all food &amp;; drinks are for purchase and must be purchased with a debit or credit card - absolutely no
cash. Pros: I arrived safely Tommy Destination Cons: It was so hot boarding and unlocking. No air. Staff are curt and not as friendly as help. Cons: Old aircraft with fixed seats with very limited legroom that do not comfortably break the color of windows, scratched windows, &amp; rattles everywhere are made for long flights. Crew ok, I'll fly again if the price is enough of Cons's
storage: Allegiant 468 7/27 4 1/2 hours flight delay 569 at 7/27 and not a single person on the ground or plane despite saying sorry. Allegiant also failed to update the revised departure time. Allegiant posted an initial delay of 30 minunutes but later, when there was a further 2-hour delay due to problems with the plane in Vegas Allegiant did not update the time. (G4 568 shows a
two-hour delay, with the arrival of 1010 to STS but Allegiant never updated depart for 569 to reflect additional two-hour delays.) It wasn't until I called that it got updated and when I called I had to show that the plane didn't leave Vegas and Allegiant was still showing 8:50 departure time. It also takes booking agents over 20 minutes to get any information about what's going on.
Lastly every time I call me on hold for at least 20 minutes before to talk to someone Disadvantages: !!! Goodness: I don't like anything about it. Departure Flights are two hours late. They made us board the plane then opened the plane, changing the gates. Then the return flight was posed from 9pm to 3am departing. They do not have any refreshments in the garage area other
than bad unhealthy pizzas, no water. Seating on the plane is the most uncomfortable. I also bought an extI don't like anything about it. Departure Flights are two hours late. They made us board the plane then opened the plane, changing the gates. Then the return flight was posed from 9pm to 3am departing. They do not have any refreshments in the garage area other than bad
unhealthy pizzas, no water. Seating on the plane is the most uncomfortable. I also bought extra legs. There is no recline, no room. Horrible Flight Cons: I don't like anything about it. Departure Flights are two hours late. They made us board the plane then opened the plane, changing the gates. Then the return flight was posed from 9pm to 3am departing. They do not have any
refreshments in the garage area other than bad unhealthy pizzas, no water. Seating on the plane is the most uncomfortable. I also bought an extI don't like anything about it. Departure Flights are two hours late. They made us board the plane then opened the plane, changing the gates. Then the return flight was posed from 9pm to 3am departing. They do not have any
refreshments in the garage area other than bad unhealthy pizzas, no water. Seating on the plane is the most uncomfortable. I also bought extra legs. There is no recline, no room. Terrible Flight of Kindness: This flight was a return to airline trips in the 1980s in a good way! The aircraft was clean. Seats are among the most generous seats today. The best and bright surprise is that
every flight attendant is really polite and welcoming. Pros: Low fares Cons: High baggage fees. The plane sat for 30 minutes after boarding the plane for fuel and some kind of technical specifications. The chair is not lying down. Pros: Comfort and speed of flight. The staff are attentive! Cons: Need one Cons craft beer: First they postponed the flight and then they cancelled the day
and I had to book a whole new flight for that expensive day. I wouldn't recommend that airline to anyone and I would like to like it because I saw their website and it looked very military-friendly, but it was just disappointing for Goodness: they are always delayed. They have some pretty long flights and they always break before departure and they need to do some maintenance
before departure. Won't fly again with them. Cons: The whole flight experience. Cons: Can't be helped, but rather bruised. Pros: Cheap Cons: Literally had to pay for every small thing usually included in other flight tickets. Cons: The flight was cancelled - the trip had to be fully enacted. Pros: The price of the flight is cheap, but I know why. You end up paying for your carry-on
luggage, ypu pays for a seat assignment if you want guarentee to sit with your party, you pay for the soda. My flight was 1.5 hours late, due to mechanical problems. The plane was janky and it felt like it STILL needed repair. Cons: Low airplane fares. Pros: Unauthorized prices and flights. Cons: 6+ hours of delay The Plane looks in sad form, peeling paint, bold looking together
from spare parts. Strange mid-flight air conditioning issues that turned the aircraft into a freezer. When landing our entire flight bag was abandoned and there was no single Allegiant representative at the airport to communicate with the airport's baggage. After 1.5 hours of waiting for our bags to finally be loaded into baggage claims by airport workers who are not usually assigned
to the job. Allegiant has been resolved repeatedly without answers. I'm NOT going to fly Allegiant again. Cons: Delayed 5 hours! Pros: Flight attendants are very respectful and grieving. Cons: The last 10 minutes landed the plane very rough. Few people had to pull out many barf bags speeding up and slowing down. Up and down. It's not unrest but it feels like it is. Cons: Two of
the three bathrooms out of the Pros command: We finally reached Las Vegas. Cons: Everything. Spend fun and book with others. Pros: Crew were very friendly Cons: The flight was delayed 2 hours. The plane had frozen the entire flight. Apparently, the crew tried to get the pilot to push the air, but it never happened. I hate how allegiant nickel and dim you. Not a cup of water is
free. Pros: GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR FIRST-TIME FLYERS Of Kindness: Nothing. Cons: They are excessive for bags and their weight limit is only 40 pounds. They left the table and hours before the departure that didn't help people running late. They charge you for printing your boarding pass. They don't send boarding passes via email, you'll need to download the app. A
terrible whole customer service. When calling customer service, you can't get a human representative. I missed my flight and they didn't have another flight to accommodate me to get to my destination and nobody at the reception to speak. Cons: Muy mal aerolínea Pros: Great airline. Tell us immediately they will only do one drinks service so we can order two. Left on time and
had no problems. Definitely will fly with them again. Although you have to pay to check the bag, it is still a better deal than any other airline out there. many need to stop complaining about extra fees, do you want to be cheap or not. Cons: Nothing. Is what I expected for a $35.00 flight. Cons: everything is poor Goodness: Nothing Cons: 5-hour delay. They offer food vouchers. For 8
dollars like wtf? But of course they offer them after each place is closed at the airport. Pros: Absolutely seamless flights, fast and easy for Las Vegas... Cons: Paying checked baggage... Pros: STS ground crew sidelined aside Love a small town airport of Goodness: Flights left on time. Cons-friendly crew: I don't like that they charge to run bags and they don't have a Goodness toll-
free number: it's a budget airline so don't expect fun, but it takes me to my destination. Cons: Boarding agents don't understand priorities come before group 3. Pros: Price Cons: Buy two tickets, I had to pay more to sit with my wife. The seats are not lying down. Endless emails before a flight tells me to pay for my carry-on. Pros: From departure to landing is smooth Cons: Dislike
of Goodness: Some crew are very rough. I'm uncomfortable and will never fly through them again. Cons: I don't like the time the schedule changes. Very troublesuit missed some of my planned prepaid celebrations. Pros: Cons travel times: No goodness foot room: Having everyone rodeo go to rodeo to Las Vegas Cons: The sound of Cons: The blizzard weather and the highway is
closed. I missed my flight Kindness: Not many Cons: 7 1/2 hours of maintenance delay. Completely predictable and easy to predict. Bush league is beautiful. Cons: A late flight, now stuck on a plane for 20 minutes and transferred to another gate. Still on a Plane of Kindness: Quick checking Cons: I have to pay to run me. ... Cons: Plans are 4hrs late In kindness: Timely flight Cons:
The shade of the window has been broken. The chair is not lying down. The foot room is less than usual. Old steering aircraft mushroom-y. Terrible overall flight of Goodness: Good on price. Cons: The plane was delayed, but not the airline's fault was just bad weather. Dislike that I was prosecuted for a carry-on bag, they should be free. Cons: The flight was delayed. Then once
on board, the seats were tough and I could feel the metal pieces through the seats and back rested for the entire 4-hour flight. Flight attendants aren't pillars either. He asked if I wanted anything to eat or drink and when I asked him what he had, he kept pointing to the magazine and told me to look there. Don't want to fly Allegiant anymore. Pros: Crews are very professional and
provide excellent service. Cons: The process of boarding a chaotic bus. Pros: Thanks for the number of refreshments including drinks and snacks. The choice of entertainment is fantastic. Cons: The chair is so hard to get comfortable. I was only 5'9 but I kept getting across as I sat in the icele chair. Also my chair was a 23C headphone jack broken down - I had to flirt with my
headphone cable input to get enough contacts to listen Pros: Nothing I've never taken this flight cons: hopefully no one cheated on my name or banking information isn't on this flight of Goodness: absolutely nothing!!! Cons: I still sit here in Chicago on a plane (my flight is rebooked) waiting to return to Vegas!!! I paid damn near $1,200 and I didn't get what I paid!!! I accrued more
costs and lost my scheduled working day (today!!! Because I was supposed to be back last night!!!) Cons: We delayed over 3 hours due to mechanical issues. Cons: Departure an hour late from the gate all the way across the terminal from the assigned gate. Promised free Direct TV doesn't work and Wi-Fi doesn't either. Pros: Crew helpful and friendly, my flight is cheap Cons: A
very uncomfortable chair! Also, many people don't understand how to turn off the television, so it's pretty disturbing to have so many monitors going on when we're all trying to sleep. Goodness: Everything!! Cons: No applicable.... Cons: No Food of Pros: Empty chairs in the middle. Cons: The chair in front of me is lying further than all the rest and the new seats that United have
installed are very uncomfortable especially for long international flights!! Cons: We sat on the plane for almost an hour before takeoff. We actually sat so long that they did security demonstrations twice. It doesn't make sense. The mistake happened, but my whole journey must have fallen in a disrearring category. I will continue to use kayaks, but I would refuse to book United
Airlines. Pros: I like that we arrived on time and that entertainment actually works properly. Cons: I don't like the fact that my husband and I have one choice only and that is a vegan Indian dish. We were told that all there was left. We gave back our tray. I wouldn't mind going without food for flight but my husband has been surgery dead for diverticulitis and can only eat certain
food. The flight attendant said that he would check if there was anything left in first class but it took forever and I became impatient because the light was turned off and people were ready to sleep. So I turned on the light and other flight attendants came in. I explained the situation but he came back with the same Indian vegetarian dish we turned around. After more
disappointment and explanation Stewart came up with. Hi Ken version. I gave my husband sharing it and she could finally take her medication and eat chicken with bread. I just ate ice cream and had a glass of wine. Then at the first flight attendant who served us the food came up with some oranges and a bag of chips. Saying he's got this from first class. I kept it orange and gave
her a chip on her back. Floghing with United is so disappointing to put it a little bit. Pros: Econmy class seats are fine for Atlantic flights of crosses from Chicago to Paris and I'm nearly 60! Entertainment and good service. Seating is comfortable. Language is not a barrier. Good value because it doesn't stop and the plane doesn't have to strive to change the circus! thank you. Cons:
Food airline style and can use some fresh fruit and bakery. But overall it's very easy to go through. Cons: No help, and after holding 45 minutes, the representative hangs on me. I lost a ticket because of the very bad customer service! Pros: Nothing Is Disadvantage: More than 4 hours delay included in the plane later was kicked out. We waited for more and they cancelled the
entire flight and everyone had to be struggling to get anything available. I lost 28 hours of my vacation. They put us in a terrifying hotel in Chicago. I received a $200 voucher for further flights that did not cover my non-refundable expenses such as cars, hotels and tickets that had been lost on vacation. Cons: Small video monitor Pros: Nice crew, do your best to help. Cons: 14
hours late Goodness: Not many Cons: Comfort doesn't exist Cons: Delay cons: Delayed departure yet Pros: Smooth journey cons: No real complaint of Pros: The crew is good. Cons: I paid for the internet that never worked. I couldn't watch a movie or TV either. It's not just me, a lot of people around me have the same issue. Pros: Cons entertainment options: United throw our
arrival doors without crew to jet way guys. So we sat down for these 20 minutes losing our connecting flights. Pros: Good entertainment options. Pros: Flights from Calgary to Chicago are excellent! Cons: Delays and then have to change the gate - in OHare which means walking and running more!! After being insulted upon check-in. Woman RUDE (poor English) with the help of
boarding then the RUDE man who changed my name and my luggage she chose to send to Dayton OH -never was there in my life and she was excavated through my luggage - as if she were looking for MONEY or GOLD - she pulled out a protein drink and I asked her to hand that over to me so I could drink because I was a diabetic - she was a diaper During the two-hour delay I
could use it!! My poor service will fly American from now on !!!!!!!!!!! Pros: -Free snacks and drinks - Can choose your seat when booking -Changing the Schedule in the toilet -Early board options for families with young children Cons: Free Soda but charged for water -Limit seats confirmed but then our party with 2 toddlers gets a split -Semi easy( rather small can not fit the table 1
year) change but then the flight attendant throws up -Had to have a special program on the device to play anything, thought I had everything for a return flight to watch a movie but didn't need something extra Wifi just working for The United App and The Website -Waiting in a shorter line to get ahead with our 2 little ones will only be cut by the Global Travel Program Family (?) with
15+ Cons people : When getting into their flight telling me there's no room to go. and gave me a ticket to book baggage. When I go into Flight there is plenty of room to carry the tone, why should they lie this BS. Cons: Crews no no pillow no blankets of Pros: We'll align. Pros: I love Lufthansa flights using Airbus Aircraft entertainment system is the best. Cons: The entertainment



system on a boeing aircraft is not necessarily the best, smaller screen, film selection is not upto date and Live TV doesn't work Cons: Look above the comment. Goodness: In flight entertainment is fantastic! Pros: Comfortable Chair Cons: The fact that I had to pay to watch TV. Perhaps people have to pay for the movie, but not to watch TV. Flights and until we depart can take
some time. It would be good to have some free entertainment. The aircraft was very hot as we boarded the aircraft. Goodness: A seat for myself Cons: Lil bumps but there are plenty of clouds of Goodness: It's nice. We were able to watch the TV that made it run quickly. Everyone is very pleasant. Cons: Delayed flights, but not long Pros: Flight attendants are really Nice Cons:
Agents at the gate don't help, we somehow get a seat at the opposite end of the plane. Rowm17 and line 40. Pros: United got me from point A to point B Cons: Rough crews, not just to me, but to other patrons. Flights were packed away and the guys scanning boarding passes talked to those we asked simple questions as if we were stupid and default. Was he a prison guard in
his previous job? On the way to Newark, I had an icele chair. One of the stewardesses blasted by me with a trolley rammed it onto my shoulders without so much as, sorry. I'm not a big lady but probably as I dozed off I leaned over a bit more... There was no way he didn't feel his cart hit me. Rouming, it seems to be part of the culture at United because the flight attendants who
came back squeezed past the long line for the bathroom without saying, excuse me. However, they said, I need to get by, and one of them brushed up by the guy who sat next to me and clinched his laptop and coffee. Overall it seems that the crew working this particular United flight has forgotten that we are paying hard earned money to fly. Some of us will be on vacation, to see
loved ones, and some are flying to deal with the unpleasant situation. Staff can fly several times a day, but most passengers don't. There are plenty of preps and concerns, which go into taking flights and more flight crews multiplying those concerns. Nobody wants to fly with crews hating their jobs. Pros: Nothing Is Disadvantage: A terrible flight. Small chairs, no free TV or movies,
no food, a/c doesn't work well. Felt like a cow. Terrible experience. Never fly to United again. Frequent travellers. What I received from United was the headache and embarrassment that it was an American airline. Pros: The flight itself is ok. Cons: have lost my bag. I won't accept them until Friday. Pros: Timely aircraft Benefits: Overall flights are fantastic, easy to board and de-
board, and smooth process from start to finish. Cons: Connecting to wi-fi on a flight to watch movies and tv shows is almost impossible. Pros: They know their business Cons: No free Internet. Cost is too outrageous. Cons: Just like the first leg of the Cons trip: Everything! Worse than my previous flight. Delays are inevitable, staff are ridiculous and just a bad attitude all round. Very
unpleasant, pleasant experience, use the airline again. Pros: I was able to catch a flight earlier to Vegas with no extra charge thanks to the United help desk that got me stand by. That's great and highly appreciated! Pros: Good clean aircraft, very friendly and helpful crew. Cons: Delay hours. Pros: The crew was fantastic even though the entertainment system didn't work Cons:
Entertainment and wifi didn't work for 8-hour flights. Pros: Pre-check with United Cons: Not getting boarding pass extension flights from scratch. Short connection time - very stressful Cons: Unable to book/ask for a seat. Assigned to me About 1.5 hours before boarding. Had to wait around the gate. Should have told me I wouldn't have any choice. Can take a stroll around. Got a
middle seat. It's a long flight. Pros: Nothing Is Disadvantages: Everything about Frontiers Of Goodness: Everything Cons: Na Cons: Delayed 1.5 hours for no reason Pros: the only positive thing I can say is the price. Cons: My flight was delayed for two hours and I was notified 6 or 7 hours before my flight. I called to find out why (is it something mechanically controlled where
they're going to take us a new plane and I can expect to leave at a new scheduled time, or is it something unpredictable like a weather?) they can't tell me why, they tell me to ask when I get to the airport. At the ticket counter at the airport they told me the crew at the gate would know. I said, if they know, why don't you know? With technology, this shouldn't be a problem. Nobody
was at the gate, so I had to wonder for hours. The chair was the most uncomfortable seat I've ever streamed in, and I flew quite often. There is no headrest, the chair is not lying at all, and there really is no padding on the chair. It is the equivalent of sitting in a plastic folding chair with a high back. Cons: Luggage costs $40 per bag. Pros: Facilities to get and off the staff very
efficiently. Late flights are still very people and warm. Pros: Cheap flight tickets Cons: I hate getting paid to run checked baggage and luggage etc. The chairs are so uncomfortable too space. Pros: The seats were extensive cons: When I went to check in for my flight and got my boarding pass, the Frontier employee at the counter asked if we had paid for a carry-on bag online.
We said no and he saw our bags and said we were fine. When we get to the gate I was stopped and told I needed to pay for my bag. I was asked to speak to a supervisor. I explained that their employees at check-in told us we didn't have to pay to run. They still force me to pay AND try to charge me the $60 door price that I refuse to pay. If they would charge me to run, they
should have made that clear at the ticket counter where I would pay $45. They are very rough about it and it seems like a scam they've planned to try and earn $15 more than a passenger. Cons: bring in expenses (for actual prices, I can book a better airline). Absolutely terrible check-in. Kiosks don't work (and there are only 3 of them) very long lines to sign in with someone ...
only one works. Upon flight check-in will be an hour late (for no reason) and then it turns out to be over 1.5 hours late. Pros: Friendly vstaff Cons: Sit on the track for an hour before departure thereof slows down the status on time but an hour of Virtue: Everything is organized and on schedule. I didn't order food and no entertainment. It's a short flight. Very low price. Cons: There
wasn't much space of Pros: My ticket price was amazing and the crew with long, tall red hair, the white girl was awesome. Sorry that I don't remember his name. The pilot did a great job and landed so smoothly. Cons: That there is no wifi. Cons: You have to pay for running as well as the selection of seats. This was not clear when I bought a ticket. Eventually pay almost $100
more than the ticket price when booked. Don't even offer water during flight! Will never fly the FA again. Back to the good old SW! Cons: Crews seem confused all the time and don't know how to work their iPads for food and drink pros: not much. Very amateur service Cons: To pay $40 to carry a bag into a thief. The seats on the plane are not lying... comfort is a thing of the past!
Pros: Timely flight Cons: Male flight attendants rough, sloppy boarding, Greyhound Bus atmosphere, no free snacks or water, no entertainment. Goodness: It's supposed to be a round trip. I arrived at LAS an hour before departure, and tried the kiosk. It advises me that I need to look at the agent. I got in sync. 19 minutes later, I was informed that although the plane was still at the
gate, I missed the deadline of 45 minutes, and could not board. Agents wouldn't help me to book another flight, but gave me papers with 800 # on it. I was told that all subsequent day flights were sold out. I managed to get a $287 t 6am flight the next day, on a different carrier. When I arrived in Ohare for the feet back, I charged $40 , for my carry-on. When I expressed my
displeasance at the charge, I was told that Frontier was a low cost operation and didn't have to be surprised that I would pay more for the extras. My answer is When customer service becomes extra, which one do I need to be charged? I have found your corporation to be an overpriced low-service airline, a company that soul intends to every penny of each transaction, while
providing even less than the minimum exposed to inns who buy tickets. Pros: Timely flights. Boarding is fast and easy. Pleasant crew? Cons: Chairs are uncomfortable. Also there are so many hidden fees ... they charge you for drinks and snacks on board, opt for seats, carry-ons, etc... Pros: It's timely Cons: It's filled with children shouting Goodness: Flight attendants are very
polite and Any queries or requests have been filled with smiles. You can't beat the price. Cons: Flights ran late, but that happened at times. The chair is hard enough and uncomfortable. Pros: Flights are highly delayed. I'm afraid that after all that waiting they'll eventually cancel Cons: there's not much space in that kind of seating order. Made even worse by being sprayed in my
window seat by an overweight woman who intruded in my space as well. Very uncomfortable virtues: Absolutely nothing! Cons: This is the worst flight experience I've ever had and I'll never, under any circumstances recommend anyone to fly Frontier. had been. Not only were the flight delayed, but then when we boarded the plane we had to wait for an extra 2hrs before departure.
Once we finally took off (in the most uncomfortable seats I've ever sat!), there was a terrible sound coming from the plane. I was seriously afraid for my life and didn't believe it when we actually landed in one piece. Pros: The flight itself is good if you don't mind not lying down a chair and no drinks service. Cons: A 3-hour delay on a fuel spill outside the plane that added another
hour sitting on board. The lights flash and everything without any updates. Terrible. Never again. Cons: We were delayed forever it felt like, then stuck on the plane forever and our stuartist was seriously scary. I am very disappointed on this flight. Pros: I like the fact that management came up with the option of still describing passengers to Las Vegas via other aircraft. I think the
staff handled the situation well. They maintain their professionalism despite the angry passengers. In fact, they were able to keep the atmosphere lighter by smiling and throwing small jokes once in a while. I would like to compliment the two of these workers who have been there over the years. I wish I had their names but it was a man and one woman. They are both black and
both have long dared to make their ☺ very accommodating. Cons: - I could see from my window seat that the ground crew had to unlock ALL the luggage already on board and check them individually and manually, only to find the luggage of 41 unfortunate passengers who could not fly with us because of the limited seats of the new aircraft after the tail swap. It took them at least
an hour and that obviously caused more delays for the plane to take off. - It's annoying to hear the steps of one of the crew because every time he walks by the icele in the plane, he'll really steal his very legs Passengers are exhausted and it's past midnighy, we all want to at least take a while. - They should have at least offered free drinks such as water or coffee light to
compensate with the condition especially that it was already a red eye flight. Pros: Nothing Disadvantages: The website doesn't work for hours when I want to check in. When I arrived the plane was delayed three hours before they said that The back row of 30-38 all had to be rebooked because they had problems with the plane. The next flight required me to take two pick-up
flights (7 hours flight time) and arrived 19 hours after the scheduled departure time. Pros: The staffs are very nice! For the price it is a very nice flight. Cons: I don't like that you had to pay for everything but flight of Pros: Boarding is pretty simple and the crew are nice. Cons: The chair is uncomfortable at all and doesn't lean back unless you're in the first three rows. Not many footy
rooms make it difficult to get much-needed rest. Take forever to get off the plane when we land. Cons: Poor (diverse) door changes in communication, insufficient space for all tourists in the gate section. Bad experience around Goodness: We arrived in Las Vegas 20 minutes early. Cons: 1.) We sat on the track in Vegas for 15 minutes waiting for the gate to open. 2.) They charge
me to choose a seat. 3.) They charge me to CARRY bags ($45!) 4.) They do not participate in Pre-cheque TSA 5.) There are no planned lines for each group on board separate aircraft. 6.) I sat next to a baby screaming for the first 3 of the first 4 hours of flight time w/o flight attendants doing nothing to help a stupid ass dad ignored to bring binky w/her! I guess maybe I'm just ruined
by Southwest Airlines' SUPERIOR FAR service. The last time I let others book my flight on another airline! Pros: Crew Cons: Garbage and food cover the floor. The seats are very uncomfortable and aren't sure how you can call that tray table. But I guess if you don't serve food there is no real reason to have a table, except to allow the convenience of your guests. Charging for
each small thing, including being able to choose a seat so you can sit down with your party, is quite ridiculous. I'm not much of a fly but I'll never pick this airline again when I can get higher quality for overall costs once the hidden fees are added. Cons: Terrible!!! Late doy and I Have to pay for my hand luggage. Never travel with Frontier! Goodness: Bring on charges of not being
happy. Cons: Bringing on charges is ridiculous. Cons: The flight home is 30 minutes late and not a representative apologizes or updates passengers. Terrible communication. Pros: Nothing really is. Cons: Frontier advertises cheaper fares but when all nickel and diming are done (such as luggage fees, seat fees, in Flight drinks) better you spend a little bit ahead with other airlines
than falling for their cheaper fares. They try to sell you 'room seats' but delivery seats that remind me of public transit. They're not lying down and they also don't have a large tray to accommodate a laptop!! Hard plastic covered in vinyl with luxury stitches. Try sitting for 4 hours on that! Southwest is a far better option. Pros: Loved that the woman who checked in to us at O'Hare did
not charge to run because my husband was actively military. thank you very much! I have a new one acknowledgements to Frontier. Definitely better than Spirit Airlines. Cons: That we had to pay pop. Cons: Crew, hardboard seats, pay extra for everything, wouldn't fly again for flights over an hour. Pros: How fast we board. And our departure is timely. Cons: I don't. Like delays and
we had to go back to the gate to let passengers sick from the plane. Pros: Just in time on the way out. Cons: Buy tickets in Chicago because it's cheaper than flying out of Madison or Milwaukee. Even though I paid a bus ticket from Madison to Chicago. When I went to check in, it took 5 phone calls and 1 1/2 hours later. The reason for the call is an astronomical carry-on baggage
charge and my question is $40 for a round trip. Which one it does. Also, I am not aware of all the extra charges, seats, bottled water, soda etc. The biggest problem was no WI FI on board. I have to work while I'm in the air for 4 hours. It took 5 phone calls because I couldn't understand the people trying to answrer my question. I also couldn't check in because Frontier wasn't
compatible with my IPad. Talk about being disappointed. I have enough pressure wandering for business. On the way back we went back on track heading for takeoff and the captain announced that he turned because of the passage of vomiting due to alcohol overindulgence. 45 minutes later eventually backed out to take off. I barely made it to my bus. Thank god I could run fast.
What an unsuity nightmare happens. It would be a cheaper way to fly out of Madison or Milwaukee. What really PMO kicks us a traveler extra fee for so-called peak times. WHO DO YOU THINK BAILED YOU IN 2001? Supposedly you're ashamed of yourself. Virtues: Crews do awesome jobs to keep everyone quiet as soon as we hit some terrible turbulence Cons: The pilot is
absolutely terrible Kindness: Everything from start to finish is fantastic. Professional crews, on-time, boarded an unsuitable aircraft. I'm a fan! Cons: You get what you pay for. I will pay for better service in the future. I'm not my tall person and I feel narrow in the chair. Not in aviation movies. It is a 4-hour flight. With all the extra tickets I ended up being the same price as other
airlines. I'm not going to fly borders again. Pros: It was very much accomfortable Virtue: Cheap Cons: Uncomfortable chairs. No radio, movies, nothing. No Snacks, water, coffee, nothing, unless you pay more. Print price absolute on luggage! Pros: Cheap flight Cons: The most uncomfortable seat ever!!! Pros: I slept on a flight, so entertainment wasn't necessary. Pros: Flight prices
are huge. Straight shots there. Cons: Nothing doesn't like Cons: it's already a known fact that this isn't the best airline to use but you get what you pay for. Cons: Staff are informationful and have great energy, unfortunately though, I have a very difficult time getting comfortable. I was 5'5 and I had absolutely no legroom, I felt and uncomfortable overall flight. Pros: everything went
well from start to finish. Cons: I was a bit worried when people in the window seat next to me left shortly after takeoff. I thought he was heading to the toilet, but never came back. Today, you never know if it's probably something that's supposed to be mentioned.
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